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Biographical Notes:

West Virginia State Society United Daughters of 1812 is a state chapter of the National Society United States Daughters of 1812, a lineage society for individuals whose ancestors fought in conflicts between the end of the Revolutionary War and the end of the War of 1812. Local chapters in West Virginia include the First West Virginia Chapter, Joshua Jones Chapter, Captain James Gibson Chapter, and the Lord Calvert Chapter.

Scope and Content:

This collection contains the records for multiple chapters of the West Virginia State Society United Daughters of 1812. Chapters mentioned include the First West Virginia Chapter, Joshua Jones Chapter, Captain James Gibson Chapter, and the Lord Calvert Chapter. Records include yearly chapter reports to the West Virginia State Society, newsletters from the National Society, financial records, and assorted correspondence in record books regarding chapter activities. Louise Hickman materials in this collection include notes on chapter meetings, programs and papers presented at programs, and notes about early American music.
Related Collections:

Other related collections include accession 0681, the Virginia Talbott Quay Papers, 1918-1984. Quay was a member of the US Daughters of 1812 and was librarian, among other positions, for this chapter.

Processing Notes:

This collection was already processed at the time the finding aid was created. No changes to folder titles, order, or content were made.
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